We consider Bayesian modelling of the inter-arrival times of vehicles on a road. We give particular attention to model checking and propose diagnostic plots to assess whether the model captures features observed in the data. Models for such processes are important in predicting the behaviour of road junctions. Two-component mixtures have often been used, with a variety of distributions for the components and non-Bayesian methods for fitting. The components are often regarded as representing 'free flowing' and 'congested' vehicles. We propose a gamma-exponential mixture and compare this with some other models. To allow for the serial dependence of headways, we consider the use of a hidden Markov chain for the mixture component allocation.
Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with the use of mixture models for road traffic vehicle headways and with the application of Bayesian inference to this. However, we feel that some of our conclusions have wider applicability to mixture modelling and some of our suggestions on model checking might be applied more widely still in Bayesian statistics.
Consider the flow of vehicles in a single direction along a road. A 'headway' is the time between the passing of a fixed point on the road by two consecutive vehicles. Thus we are really concerned with modelling temporal point processes. Our data consist of a number of sets of consecutive headways. Each set is recorded by an observer at the side of a road. We denote the ordered headways in a set t 1 , . . . , t n and regard this as a realization of a random process T 1 , . . . , T n . All headways in this paper are measured in seconds.
Models for such processes are of interest in highway engineering because they are used, for example, in the design of junctions. Typically the behaviour of a proposed
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Two-component mixtures, which are convenient in simulations, are particularly popular as models for headways. Often the two components are interpreted as representing free-flowing and congested traffic. That is, a headway in the free-flowing component represents a case where the following vehicle is not being impeded by the vehicle it follows, while a headway in the congested component represents a case where the following vehicle is being impeded.
The two components are often exponential or gamma distributions, with or without a shift in the origin. Thus we can represent the probability density function for a general class, which includes as special cases the models used in a large proportion of applications, as f (t) = pg(t, α 1 , β 1 , κ 1 ) + (1 − p)g(t, α 2 , β 2 , κ 2 ), (2.1) where g(t, α, β, κ) = 0 ( t < κ)
(κ ≤ t)
for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, κ i ≥ 0, α i ≥ 0 and β i ≥ 0. Where there is a congested component, this will be component 2. The model of Schuhl (1955) is a special case of this, with α 1 = α 2 = 1 and κ 1 = 0. Katti and Pathak (1986) and Griffiths and Hunt (1991) used α 1 = α 2 = 1 but allowed both κ 1 and κ 2 to be nonzero. In the Griffiths and Hunt model, κ 1 = κ 2 . Cowburn (2003) set κ 1 = κ 2 = 0 and α 1 = 1 but allowed α 2 > 1 and compared this with the Schuhl and Griffiths and Hunt models.
Some authors have used lognormal rather than gamma distributions. These include Baras et al. (1979) , who used a shifted exponential component and a lognormal component, and Tamura and Chisaki (1983) , who used two lognormal components.
Bayesian inference

Introduction
Although single-component shifted exponential distributions have been the subject of Bayesian analysis, for example Trader (1985) , Calabria and Pulcini (1994) , Madi and Leonard (1996) , the Bayesian paradigm has so far made little impact on highway engineering. The use of mixture models can give difficulties to both Bayesians and frequentists. Examples of ad hoc non-Bayesian methods proposed for use with these models can be found in Salter (1974) and Griffiths and Hunt (1991) .
In this paper we apply Bayesian inference. This gives the advantage that predictive distributions reflect the uncertainty in model parameters as well as stochastic variation in outcomes given the model parameters. This allows the direct use of predictive distributions to compute expected utilities in a decision analysis, for example in evaluating a proposed junction design. Use of point estimates, for example maximum likelihood estimates, even with associated standard errors, would make such use of predictive uncertainty difficult, if not impossible, whereas, in the Bayesian approach, it is straightforward.
Prior, likelihood and the Gibbs sampler
Let the observed headways in a sample of data be t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) T , in time order. Let Z i = j if observation i belongs to component j, and let δ i = 2 − Z i so Z i = 1 for component 1 and Z i = 0 for component 2. Let θ i = (α i , β i , κ i ). Then, using Eq. (2.1), we can write the likelihood as
where the summation is taken over all possible values of δ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ n ) T . Each possible value of δ allocates observations to two sets S 1 and S 2 such that i ∈ S 1 when δ i = 1 and i ∈ S 2 when δ i = 0. Then we can write
Although this likelihood is not too difficult to evaluate for a single series of data, it already involves up to seven parameters and because of our eventual aim to build larger models with extra parameters to allow for different road and traffic conditions, we were interested in using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods and so investigated the practicality of this. Let the joint prior density of p, θ 1 , θ 2 be π(p, θ 1 , θ 2 ). An example of a prior distribution will be given in Section 3.5. The details will depend on which model is being used and on what is known about the road and conditions when the data are collected. However, in general we used a conjugate beta prior for p, which was independent of the other parameters, and used gamma distributions, with some modifications, in the priors for the α, β and κ parameters. Our priors reflected the belief that the mean for congested headways would be less than that for uncongested headways.
The joint posterior density is proportional to π(p,
Use of a Gibbs sampler with the following basic structure is particularly convenient because, given a value for δ, the full conditional distribution (fcd) for p is simple and the fcd for θ i involves only the data in S i . At each iteration 1) Given values for p, θ 1 , θ 2 , sample a value for δ using
2) Given values for δ, θ 1 , θ 2 , sample a value for p from its fcd. If we can write In models such as the Cowburn model, where κ 1 = κ 2 = 0, standard software such as BUGS (Spiegelhalter et al., 1995) can be used easily. In other cases new programmes were required. Further details of Step 3 are given in Cowburn (2003) . For more general information on the Gibbs sampler and other MCMC methods, see for example, Gilks et al. (1996) .
Maximum likelihood via the EM algorithm
For the reasons given in Section 3.1, we prefer a Bayesian analysis. However maximum likelihood estimates can be calculated using the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) by regarding δ as missing data (see also Titterington et al., 1985) . Given a value for δ, we can write the likelihood as L = L p L 1 L 2 , where
and
is the smallest observation t i for which δ ij = 1.
At the expectation (E) step of iteration k, we can calculate δ (k) ij , the probability that observation i is in component j, using the values of the parameter estimates calculated at the maximization (M) step of iteration k − 1, that is p (k−1) , θ
These can be substituted into Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) ready for the M-step of iteration k. The M-step is easy for p but, for models where κ 1 or κ 2 is unknown, in Eq. (3.3) we need to maximize
is the probability that t min
is the conditional probability that observation i is in component k given that
.
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Problems and solutions
It is well known that problems of identifiability are associated with mixture models and that MCMC methods for such models may be susceptible to the problem of label switching. In each of the mixture models considered, the distribution for the uncongested headways, component 1, is either of the same form as that for component 2 or is a special case of it. Under some road conditions the distribution of headways may be well described by component 1 alone and, under these conditions, label switching may occur, leading to a bimodal likelihood and posterior density. It is not our intention to deal with these difficulties in detail here. However we do note that specific problems are encountered with some of the models. In particular there are problems associated with the models which involve unknown κ 1 or κ 2 . The likelihood can have local maxima corresponding to different allocations of observations to components. A discontinuity in the mixture probability density function occurs with the models involving shifted exponential distributions and this leads to discontinuities in the likelihood at points where κ i is equal to an observation. These features can affect the mixing and convergence of an MCMC sampler and could cause the EM algorithm to converge to a local maximum of the likelihood. For a number of reasons, largely associated with the discontinuity in the density, which is both unrealistic and causes numerical difficulties, we concluded that the gamma-exponential model, α 1 = 1, κ 1 = κ 2 = 0, was a more appropriate choice. In the rest of this paper we will consider only this model.
We found that label switching in the gamma-exponential model could be effectively eliminated by using mildly informative prior distributions combined with an order constraint on the component means. A headway of, say, 10 s or more is very unlikely to belong to the congested component so a prior distribution can reasonably reflect this. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to suppose that the mean headway for freeflowing vehicles is greater than that for congested vehicles. The use of random-order updating in the Gibbs sampler had little effect but blocking of α 2 and β 2 did give an improvement in convergence.
Example
As an example we illustrate the Bayesian fitting of the gamma-exponential model to a single series of 150 observations, chosen deliberately from our collection, with model checking in mind, because the road conditions were such that our model assumptions might not apply. The model is the gamma-exponential mixture. The prior distribution was given by
where α * ∼ gamma(1, 0.5)
where
with β 1 , α * , β * and p independent except for the constraint that β 1 < β * . The constraint ensures that the mean headway for component 1 is greater than that for component 2. Without this constraint, symmetric 90% prior probability intervals for the headway means (seconds) would be 1.7 < 1/β 1 < 22.5 for component 1 and 0.7 < 1/β * < 39.0 for component 2. The constraint changes the first of these intervals slightly to 2.1 < 1/β 1 < 28.1 and changes the second, which would have a rather long upper tail without the constraint, to 0.6 < 1/β * < 6.8. The shape parameter for component 2 is constrained to be greater than 1, to reflect the 'congestion' and its prior 95% probability interval is 1.1 < α 2 < 7.0. The prior distribution for p is only weakly informative in favour of the majority of headways' being congested on what was, in fact, a busy road. Table 1 summarizes the prior and posterior distributions of model parameters. Here µ 1 = 1/β 1 is the mean headway for component 1 and µ 2 = α 2 /β 2 = 1/β * is the mean headway for component 2. The means, standard deviations and 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles of the prior and posterior distributions are given. The results suggest that the proportion of free-flowing vehicles was somewhat smaller than expected.
The computation used a 'burn-in' of 10 000 iterations followed by a further 10 000 iterations from which samples were collected. Although there was no suggestion that convergence had not been attained, there was fairly strong correlation between successive samples of p, leading to the requirement for a large number of iterations.
As an illustration of the investigation of the sensitivity of the posterior to changes in the prior, the (unconstrained) prior for α * was changed to α * ∼ gamma(4, 1) and that for β * was changed to β * ∼ gamma(4, 4). Note that, because of the constraints, this also affects the prior for β 1 . The results are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the effect of these changes on the posterior is slight, although there is now some conflict between the prior and posterior distributions for α 2 and β 2 . In the following sections on model checking, the original prior will be used for illustration.
Model checking
Introduction
We turn our attention now to model checking, or model criticism, and, in particular, the use of diagnostic plots. A useful recent discussion can be found in O'Hagan (2003). A common approach to model checking is to compare the observed value of one or more sample statistics with a predictive distribution for these statistics. The prior predictive distribution (Box, 1980) has clear appeal from a subjectivist viewpoint. Using this distribution we ask whether the data are surprising in terms of what we believed before we saw them. Here our prior beliefs consist of the model itself as well as prior distributions for unknown parameters. The posterior predictive distribution is advocated by Rubin (1981 Rubin ( , 1984 . This is the predictive distribution for a new observation or set of observations calculated from the posterior distribution of the model parameters after we have seen the data. Here we ask whether the data are surprising in terms of what we have been led to believe having seen the data. As well as the choice of predictive distribution we must choose a statistic or a set of statistics to examine. In this paper we use some simple statistics which enable checking the model assumptions in a direct way.
In some cases we might wish to look at univariate statistics, particularly if there is a univariate quantity which is of particular interest to us for predictive purposes. Often, however, we will wish to look at multivariate statistics and multivariate predictive distributions but this requires some means of summarizing the result. One possibility is to use the Mahalanobis distance of the vector of observed statistics from the predictive mean. When the joint predictive distribution is not multivariate normal, we can nevertheless simulate the predictive distribution of the Mahalanobis distance. However we can see that, in some cases, this might be inappropriate. For example when the predictive distribution of the statistic is bimodal, the predictive mean might lie in a region of low density suggesting that a small Mahalanobis distance could correspond to an unlikely outcome.
To overcome this difficulty with the Mahalanobis distance we might propose, as a more general analogue, where s obs is the observed value of a (vector) statistic S and f pred (s) is its predictive density. It is easy to see that this reduces to the Mahalanobis distance in the multivariate normal case. Unfortunately, since it depends on the density, it is not invariant under transformations. In Section 4.2 below we propose a class of diagnostic plots in which statistics are transformed onto a standard scale in order to overcome such difficulties.
We might regard our prior beliefs as consisting of a model, or set of assumptions, and a prior distribution for model parameters. The model refers to those features of our belief specification which cannot be changed by any amount of data and the prior distribution refers to those features about which we can learn from data. Both can affect, in different ways, our ability to capture features of observed behaviour in our posterior beliefs. In our example we assume a particular functional form for the probability density function of headways, and assign a prior distribution to the parameters, and we assume that the headways are independent. We examine how well our posterior distribution captures the observed distribution of headways and any apparent non-independence.
Diagnostic plots
The diagnostic plots which follow are based, for illustration, on the example of Section 3.5.
To evaluate prior and posterior predictive distributions we simulated complete sequences of 150 headways, using parameter sets drawn respectively from the prior distribution and from the posterior distribution. Drawing a parameter set from the prior distribution is straightforward and, after a suitable burn-in, each iteration of the Gibbs sampler provides a parameter set drawn from the posterior distribution. Each parameter set was then used to simulate a sequence of 150 headways. By calculating the value of a statistic of interest from each of these simulated data sets we could obtain samples from the predictive distribution of the statistic.
To show more clearly the position of an observed statistic within the prior predictive distribution, in a way which is invariant under transformations of the statistic, and, at the same time, to show how the posterior predictive distribution relates to this, we propose a new plot which we call a prior-predictive-adjusted plot. First we select a statistic of interest, S. Let the prior predictive cumulative distribution function of S be G(S). Let Q = G(S). Then the prior predictive distribution of Q is uniform on (0, 1). The prior predictive probability density function of Q can therefore be represented on the plot as a horizontal line. We superimpose on this the posterior predictive probability density function of Q and the observed value of Q. The posterior predictive density is easily computed by drawing samples from both the prior and posterior predictive distributions. We do not need to know the form of the function G. We know that Q = G(S) has a uniform distribution. We also know that, for two values S 1 and S 2 of S, G(S 1 ) < G(S 2 ) if and only if S 1 < S 2 . Let the values of S sampled from the prior predictive distribution, arranged in increasing order, be S (1) , . . . , S (m) and add to this sequence S (0) ≡ 0 and S (m+1) ≡ 1. Then, if the observed value of S is S (obs) and S (j) < S (obs) < S (j+1) , we approximate Q (obs) = G(S (obs) ) as One way to examine whether we are capturing the shape of the distribution is to look at prior-predictive-adjusted plots of quantiles. To illustrate the use of the plots, Figure 1 shows two plots for the lower quartile. On the left we see the result of fixing p = 1, that is fitting an exponential distribution to the data. The observed lower quartile, represented by the vertical bar, is somewhat to the right of centre in the prior predictive distribution, but not alarmingly so. However the posterior predictive distribution, the density of which is shown by the curve, fails to capture it. In fact the posterior predictive density at the observed value is less than the prior predictive density, which is shown by the horizontal line. In contrast, the result of fitting the gamma-exponential mixture is shown in the right-hand graph. In this case, even though the observed value is further to the right in the prior predictive distribution, the posterior density captures it well.
Of course it is useful to see different parts of the distribution simultaneously by plotting a range of quantiles. To show a vector statistic such as this we introduce a modified plot. This is illustrated by Figure 2 We might compare this plot with the traditional histogram with a fitted probability density superimposed or a cumulative relative frequency plot with a fitted distribution function superimposed. In our plot, the vertical axis refers to the location of the quantile, rather than the cumulative relative frequency at a particular value of the variable. Our use of the prior and posterior predictive distributions allows us to see in a standardized way both how far from the prior expectation the observed value lies and to what extent the posterior distribution has adapted to the form of the data.
From this graph we see that the headways were generally somewhat longer than expected, particularly at the shorter end of the distribution. However, over most of the range, the posterior predictive distribution has captured the observed behaviour. The exception is at the extreme left where the observed 10th percentile has not been well captured. The shortest headways are still a little longer than expected. This suggests a possible need to modify the model. However, it should be noted that the 10th percentile for these data is less than 2 seconds.
We can look in more detail at the ends of the distribution to consider how well these are fitting and to check for possible outliers. Figure 3 shows prior-predictive-adjusted plots for the 20 smallest (a) and the 20 largest (b) observations. The predictive distributions used are those for the appropriate order statistics, obtained by simulation as usual. We see again that there is no problem at the long end of the headway distribution but that the shortest observed headways are longer than expected and that the posterior distribution does not completely capture this. These observations are not outliers since, in fact, they are less far out into the tail than expected, rather than further, but clearly such a plot would also detect outliers if they were present.
The plots which we have shown so far help us to examine whether the model is adequately describing the shape of the headway distribution. Another assumption in the model is that headways are independent, given the model parameters. It may seem to us that this is unlikely to be the case on a busy road. Clearly the movement of a vehicle is often affected by the movement of the preceding vehicle. However, while such an effect suggests that successive arrival times are dependent in the sense that the presence of an arrival in a time interval does affect the probability of an arrival in a neighbouring time interval, it does not follow that the headways, or inter-arrival times, are dependent. This is easy to see in an extreme case where the headways are independent but have a standard deviation much smaller than the mean. This would lead to vehicles passing at almost regular intervals but still with independent headways. In fact almost all of our headway series show little if any evidence of serial dependence. However the series which we have chosen for illustration is an exception. Figure 4 (a) shows a prior-predictive-adjusted plot for the sample autocorrelations of the ranks of the data at lags 1-7. In this plot the posterior predictive distributions are exactly the same as the prior predictive distributions because nothing is learned which affects this statistic. (As usual the central 90% of the posterior distribution is indicated by the vertical line). There appear to be unexpectedly large positive correlations at lags 1, 6 and 7 and an unexpectedly large negative correlation at lag 3. Figure 4 (c) shows the corresponding plot for a second series, which also appears to show evidence of autocorrelation. This second series has 365 observations. This time there are unexpectedly large positive correlations at lags 1 and 5.
Our prior-predictive-adjusted plots of autocorrelations are closely related to traditional correlograms except that we are able to use the predictive distributions to see how unexpected the observed values are and how well the model adapts in the posterior distribution. In the following section we will use a simple model to investigate further the autocorrelation question.
Hidden Markov models
Introduction
Our model checking in Section 4 leads us to the conclusion that, for the particular data set we are using, the model is not satisfactorily representing all features of the data. There is a problem in the left-hand tail of the marginal distribution of the headways. There may also be a problem connected with the joint distribution of the set of headways in that they may not be independent. We hope to present a new model which deals with both of these problems in a future paper, but for the purpose of the present paper we simply introduce a simple modification to the present model.
Up to this point the headways have been assumed to be independent, given the model parameters. We need to consider relaxing this assumption. One possible way to do this is by introducing serial dependence to the component allocations in the form of a two-state Markov chain.
We introduce transition probabilities γ hk = Pr T i forms a hidden Markov process, with the headway T i observed but the state Z i hidden. The point process of vehicle arrival times is now a semi-Markov process (Cox and Miller, 1965, pp. 351-52) . The long-run proportions of headways in the two components are given by the stationary distribution
Making the assumption that the process could be considered to be stationary over the period for which it was observed, the marginal distribution of the component allocation for a headway is the stationary distribution.
Scott (2002) gives a useful review of computational issues in the Bayesian analysis of hidden Markov models. In particular, mixing may be improved by using a stochastic forward-backward algorithm. However we experienced little difficulty with a fairly standard Gibbs sampler, although, of course, sampling the component allocations is a little more complicated than in the independence case. To obtain the correct full conditional distribution for δ i in the hidden Markov model, we need to replace p in Eq. (3.1) with the conditional probability that δ i = 1 given the latest sampled values of the states at neighbouring observations. The values are as follows. For i = 1 and Z 2 = k, we have
For 1 < i < n, Z i−1 = h and Z i+1 = k, we have
For i = n and Z n−1 = h, we have p h. = γ h1 . In fact, with this model, we were able to use standard BUGS software (Spiegelhalter et al., 1995) with the aid of a simple approximation. The only difficulty in using BUGS was the marginal distribution of Z 1 but, by introducing Z −m , . . . , Z 0 into the model specification for some suitably large m and then simply fixing the value of Z −m , this difficulty could be avoided. We found that m = 30 gave a sufficiently long 'burn-in' for the choice of Z −m = 1 or Z −m = 2 to have negligible effect on the results. Convergence tests for MCMC algorithms for these models are discussed by Robert et al. (1999) . Figure 5 shows the posterior density of
which we might describe as the 'log serial relative risk', for the two example series. The posterior probabilities that R > 0 are 0.538 and 0.801, respectively. Although it is not overwhelmingly large, the second of these does suggest that the hidden Markov model may be an improvement. The prior used here was exactly the same as in Eq. (3.4) except that both γ 11 and γ 21 were given independent beta(1,2) prior distributions. 
Statistical Modelling
Model checking
Introducing the hidden Markov model has little effect on our ability to represent the marginal distribution of the headways. Figure 4 (b) and (d) show the prior-predictiveadjusted plots for the rank autocorrelation when a hidden Markov model is fitted to the first and second series, respectively. In each case we can see that the posterior distributions do move somewhat towards the data but the fit is not very much better in either case. It seems that the hidden Markov model is not really capturing the form of the dependence.
Conclusions
Cowburn (2003) showed the practicality of Bayesian inference, using a Gibbs sampler, for two-component mixture models of road vehicle headways, demonstrated the usefulness of the independent gamma-exponential model for dual-carriageway traffic and its advantages over some other models, and dealt in detail with computational and related modelling issues. In this paper, in addition to summarizing these findings, we have looked at what happens when the model is applied to data collected under different traffic conditions. In particular we have looked at model checking using diagnostic plots. We feel that the prior-predictive-adjusted plot helps to show how the model is, or is not, 'learning' about particular features of the data. By using plots which combine the prior and posterior predictive distributions, we were able to see that, in this case, the gammaexponential mixture was representing the marginal distribution of the headways well, Statistical Modelling 2007; 7(1): [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] except in the extreme left-hand tail, and that the independence assumption may be invalid.
A simple two-state hidden Markov model was tried as a means to give the extra flexibility needed to allow the model to adapt to a wider range of traffic conditions. However further use of the diagnostic plots showed that this had achieved little in terms of improving the fit to the observed autocorrelation. We do not pretend that this is the last word in modelling road traffic headways. A number of possibilities are apparent for further investigation. We might imagine, for example, that the state transition probabilities could depend on the length of the preceding headway. A long gap might make it more likely that a bunch, or 'platoon', of vehicles is approaching. This kind of reasoning leads to a more physical stochastic model of the traffic flow, such as the moving-queue model of Miller (1961) . It is easy to imagine traffic conditions where one of the components might disappear altogether. To allow for this we could generalize the model by allowing a nonzero prior probability that the proportion in either component is zero. In effect this means that the number of components is unknown. See, for example, section 4 of Scott (2002) for comments on computational methods in such models.
Space does not allow development of this in the present paper but, in a future paper, we hope to present a Bayesian analysis of a new model, more closely related to Miller's moving queue, which addresses the weaknesses we have identified.
